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The tomb of King Henry I at Reading Abbey has long been an
object of speculation, due to the paucity of relevant surviving
documentation concerning it. I This short article examines a hitherto
unconsidered piece of evidence for the tomb 's appearance: a
marginal drawing of the fifteenth century in British Library Ms.
Royal 20 A XVIII, at fol. 172' (Fig. I). The manuscript, a chronicle
of English history in French, has never been linked to Reading, and
it may be that whoever executed the drawing had never seen the
tomb. However, whi le not particularly detailed, the drawing is
rather remarkable in showi ng a type of effigy much closer in des ign
to those made for royal tombs in France during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries than to English ones. If it is not a product of
direct observation, then it could have been based on written or
verbal description of what was by the fifteenth century a
prestigious and probab ly widely known monument. The matter is
admittedly conjectural, and the drawing is offered to readers here
on the principle that any fresh evidence relating to such an
important object as Henry I's tomb is worthy of scholarly
cons ideration.
Henry I was ' regally buried' at Reading on 5 January I 136 ante
majus aitare 2 The same position was chosen elsewhere for other
royal burials during the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries (e.g.
Henry l 's brother Robert 'Curthose ' at Gloucester in I 134; King
Arthur at Glastonbury in 1191 ; King John at Worcester in 1216),
and became increasingly popular with the aristocracy in monastic
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Fig. I. Marginal illustration possibly representing the tomb of King
Henry I at Reading Abbey in British Library Ms. Royal 20 A XVIII, fo1.
172r. (Reproduced by permission.)
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and collegiate churches during the later Middle Ages. The
sanctuary at Reading soon attracted other royal burials: the king's
second queen Adela of Louvain (d. 1151) was interred on the north
side of the high altar, his great grandson William (d. 1156) was
buried at his feet, and his bastard son Reginald, second earl of
Cornwall (d. 1175), was laid to rest iuxta patrem suum. 3
Subsequently, three other minor royal burials took place at
Reading4 Henry I's tomb thus became the central element ofa very
important mausoleum. However, we have no description of its
appearance. John of Worcester states that the king was buried in a
monument of 'c ustomary' or 'fashionable' design (he writes of
tumulo ex more compositio), but this is as close as we get. s The
chronicler's statement accords· with what is known of Henry's
opinions on the issue of sepulchral decorum, i.e. that a church
should be suitably magnificent to receive the benefit of royal
burial; an attitude that presumably extended to sepulchral
monuments. 6 If, as has been thought, the fragmentary arcaded
coffin unearthed at Reading in 1815 was originally that of Henry I
then thi s presumption receives material support 7 However, how ex
more compositio might translate in terms of tomb design is
uncertain , given our hazy general picture of the tombs of the
Norman kings of England. John Crook's convincing reattribution
of the su pposed tomb of William II at Winchester to Henry of Blois
(d. 1171) has left us with nothing definite to go on in terms of
material evidences Many sepulchral monuments are mentioned in
the Reading Abbey demolition accounts of J 549, but, while the
royal tomb was almost certainly sold off during this period, it
cannot be recognized among the job lots of 'marble stones ' and
'gravestones ' carried away by local opportunists 9
Reading Abbey is renowned for the quantity and quality of its
Romanesque figure scu lpture . The cloister and chapter house in
particular are known to have been richly embellished, and a
tympanum containing the Coronation of the Virgin above the
central west portal has been convincingly conjectured by George
Zarnecki. 1o However, nothing survives to show that this extended
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to the abbey church's Romanesque tombs. The earliest known
effigial monuments of members of the English royal family are the
bier tombs of Henry 11 and Richard I at Fontevrault which date to
the early thirteenth century. I I Thus, if Henry I's original tomb was
built around the time of his burial, as John of Worcester testifies,
then it would be hazardous to assume that it was effigial. More
probably it was either an incised graveslab (flat or coped), or else
resembled that of the king's illegitimate son Robert, first earl of
Gloucester (d. 1147), which stood in the middle of the choir of St
James's priory at Bristol. The sixteenth-century antiquary John
Leland described this as 'a sepulchre of gray marble set up apon 6.
pillers ofa smaull hethe [i.e. height]'. Early to mid twelfth-century
French parallels for such monuments are represented among the
12
Gaignieres drawings. The only other piece of evidence to have
been adduced which has a bearing on the tomb's design is the
series of ten couplets 'written for the burial of the glorious King
Henry I, founder of our monastery' in the I I 60s by the Reading
monk-poet Robert Partes (d. after 1181).13 It has recently been
suggested that these verses constitute a record of the epitaph on the
royal tomb, which if true would argue for the incorporation of a
field large enough to contain the 13 I words they comprise. I'
However, this is almost certainly a mistake. Stylistically they are of
a piece with Partes's other poems, and are the product of elegiac
retrospection rather than any direct involvement in the funeral rites
of 1136, or in the design of the tomb. IS
Late fourteenth century documents provide what until now has
been the only substantive evidence for the tomb's appearance. In
1397 Richard II made the 'appropriate repair' of the 'tomb and
image' of Henry I a condition of reconfirmation of Reading
Abbey's franchises, liberties and quittances (sic quod ... abbas et

convenlus ... tum bam et ymaginem Henrici quondam Regis Anglie
... honeste facerent reparari). This, he stipulated, must occur
within a year. On 24 May 1398 the abbot and convent noti fied the
king of their compliance, and the next day - evidently taking the
matter on trust - Richard informed the treasurer and barons of the
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Exc he~uer that the monks had fulfilled the condition imposed on
them.' The monks claimed to have renovated or remade (jactura)
the royal tomb: this may refer to an extensive restoration (so much
at least must have been necessary to generate such royal concern),
perhaps involving replacement, or installation de novo, of the tomb
chest. Alternativel y, but less probably in light of what will be said
hereafter, a new retrospective monument such as that built during
the same period at Malmesbury Abbey to commemorate King
IEthelstan (d. 939) may be indicated .'7 Whichever was the case,
this documentation shows that Henry I's tomb was effigial in 1397.
While there is a faint possi bility that it was effigial to start with, it
is much more likely to have acquired an effigy at a su bseq uent
date. If the evidence provided 'by the marginal sketch is reliable,
then this would seem to have occurred at some stage during the
thirteenth or fourteenth century. That the monument was decayed
in 1397, and in all probability when Richard II visited the abbey in
1381 and 1389, may suggest an earlier rather than a later date
within this period.
It will be helpful to outline the manuscript and iconographic
context of the drawing before describing it in detail and analysing
its credibi lity as a witness to the tomb. The medieval provenance of
Royal 20 A XVIII is unknown. It is unambiguously Engli sh - the
script is Anglicana and the textual sources drawn on are all insular
- and would seem, from the nature of the marginalia, to be of
southern or midlands provenance rather than northern ; but this is
the most that may safe ly be ventured.'8 The chronicle is a
compilation of extracts from po pular hi story texts. Geoffrey of
Monmouth, Henry of Huntingdon, Jo hn of Worcester, Roger of
Howden, and Peter of Langoft are the main authorities employed. It
prov ides an account of English hi story from Brutus to 1329, the
material concerning Edward II's rei gn (copied from the prose Brut
chronicle) being added in a different but contemporary Anglicana
hand .'9 To this earl y fo urteenth-century manuscript, a fifteenthcentury reader has added page headings plus various marginal
notes and drawings (a number of the notes and drawings were
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obviously inserted together, and the ink is the same). The notes are
in French and English, and are in an Anglicana formata hand . Most
of the drawings are armorial, or else of swords, to signify the
accession of new monarchs. However, some twelve represent more
complex iconography: the Nativity (fol. 20'), the baptism of King
V
Ethelbert of Kent (fol. 80 ), the holy lance and nail acquired by
v
V
King IEthelstan (fol. 121'), scenes of cruelty (fols 134 , 203 ),
v
V
castles (fols 165', 183 , 218 ) etc. Three non-armorial drawings
embellish the account of Henry I' s reign (more, it may be noted,
than the number occurring in the account of any other ruler's
reign). These show the destruction wrought by an earthquake in
Lombardy in 1117 (fol. 168'), the wreck of the White Ship in 1120
V
(fol. 168 ) , and, in the lower margin of fol. 172', the tomb of Henry
J. The latter is drawn below a description of the decomposition of
the royal corpse, and its eventual burial at Reading, abbreviated
20
from the admonitory account of Henry ofHuntingdon In no other
case is a drawing introduced to signify the demise of a monarch.
Indeed, with the exception of the Holy Sepulchre, tombs are
rarely found as marginal iconography in English medieval
manuscripts . A careful but clearly invented fifteenth-century
drawing of the tomb of St Wulfstan at Worcester has been added to
Eton College Ms. 213 at fol. 206' to illustrate the legend of his
21
miraculous pastoral staff Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum Ms.
329 (the Anlaby cartulary, completed 1450) contains coloured
v
drawings of three tombs (at fols 16\ 17 , 109') introduced to add
credibility to the documents they accompany (in this instance the
artist did know the monuments he depicted persona lly, but none is
effigial). 22 And British Library Ms. Harley 1766 (c.1450-60) has a
miniature representation of the tomb of King Arthur at Glastonbury
at fol. 219' embellishing an account of his last battle and mortal
injury (Fig. 2). The latter is the only other case known to the author
in which a tomb is drawn in a manuscript margin to indicate a
passage describing a death. Functionally it is thus analogous to the
drawing in Royal 20 A XVIII, but it differs in being an obvious
23
More broadly, the closest
product of its artist's imagination
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Fig. 2. A fifteenth-century artist's impression of the tomb of King
Arthur at Glastonbury in British Library Ms. Harley 1766, fol. 219r.
(Reproduced by permission.)
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English analogy for the drawing of Henry ['s tomb in general
iconographic terms is the well-known, integral miniature of a royal
v
monument at fol. 33 of Westminster Abbey Ms. 38, the Liber
regalis. While not precisely reproducing an existing tomb within
Westminster Abbey (for which the manuscript was indeed made),
this is unambiguously based upon royal monuments located in the
sanctuary (particularly but not solely that of Edward Ill), with
which the illustrator must have been acquainted, probably at first
24
In their details the two miniatures are quite distinct,
hand
however, for while the Liber regalis shows a recognizably English
type of effigy, Royal 20 A XVIIl shows one that is apparently more
French.
The drawing of Henry I's tomb is relatively detailed for its
modest size (4x2.2 em). It represents a Gothic table tomb with a
crowned and sceptred effigy on it. The tomb, which has been
slightly reduced in size by cropping of the leaf, is of
straightforward design. It comprises a high plinth with a sloping
upper course terminating at a moulding of one order running
around the base of the chest. This chest is not decorated with either
niches or panelling, but is inscribed Rex on the west end and
Henricus p[r]im[us] on the south side. Resting on the chest is a
coped slab on which the effigy lies. The king is clad in a long,
broadly folded mantle which obscures his feet. No footrest is
represented. The upper part of the body is not covered by the
mantle, so that both arms can be seen. The left arm is folded at
right angles across the body with the hand closed, while the right
hand holds a sceptre extending diagonally over the right shoulder,
with a large floral head and a bulbous knob at the base of the shaft.
The face is beardless, the eyes apparently wide open, and the hair
short and wavy. The effigy wears an open crown with three floral
peaks on its head.
As it is, the drawing is clearly a simplification of the object it
purports to represent. Moreover, the inscription on the tomb at
Reading is most unlikely to have been abbreviated in the manner
shown here. However, if a continuation such as funda/or hujus
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monasterii (or similar) on the east and north sides is envisaged,
then it was conceivably this straighforward. An analogy exists in
the (much smaller) inscription on the east end of the early sixteenth
century cenotaph of 'King' Osric at Gloucester Cathedral, which
reads simply Osricus rex primus fundator hujus monaslerii 681 25
In any case, allowing for simplification by the artist, there is
nothing inherently impossible about either the form of the tomb or
the inscription it carries.
Neither is the effigy impossible or even unlikely, although as
suggested previously it does not correspond to local models.
Rather, it displays a combination of characteristics found in royal
effigies made in France throughout much of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, but on the effigy of no English ruler. The
relevant comparanda begin with the retrospective effigies of the
English monarchs Henry the Young King (d. 1183) (Fig. 3) and
Richard I formerly in Rouen cathedral , which have been dated
alternatively to the first decade of the thirteenth century and post1250, but are more likely to have been made c.1220-40?6 Broadly
contemporary with these is the effigy of Clovis I from SainteGenevieve in Paris (c. 1220-30): the sequence also includes the
trumeau figure of Ch ildebert from the refectory of the abbey of
Saint-Germaine-des-Pres (c.1240), and most French monarchical
effigies up to that of Charles V (1364-80), including the series of
retrospective gisanls made for the royal abbey of St Denis c.12634 .27 Not all of these scu lptures furnish equally good comparisons.
The Rouen effigies, particularly that of Henry the Young King, and
a selection of the retrospect ive monuments at St Denis are formally
closest to the effigy shown in the drawing. The form of the crown
is generally similar, the hair is of the sa me length and wavy
character, the eyes are as obviously open (a common characteristic
in England as well as France), and, significantly, the effigy of the
drawing, like (for example) those at Rouen, that commemorating
Philippe son of Louis VI at St Denis (Fig. 4), and the statue of
Charles V made for the Louvre palace is c lean-shaven . Beards were
a feature of English royal effigies from that of John (made c. 1232)
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Fig. 3. Drawing of the tomb of Henry the Young King at Rouen
Cathedral, from the collection of Frangois-Roger de Gaignieres.
(Reproduced by permission of the Bibliotheque nationale de France.)
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Fig. 4. Effigies of Philippe, son of King Louis VI of France, and
Constance of Castile at St-Denis. (Reproduced by permission of the
Centre des monuments nationaux.)
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to that of Henry IV (made c.1415-25) at least. 28 Prior to the
sixteenth century, only French representations of English monarchs
- the Rouen examples and one of the Fontevrault effigies - have
29
clean-shaven countenances
Indeed, the beard was such a
widespread feature of English monarchical iconography in general
by the fifteenth century, particularly where sculpture was
concerned, that representation of a clean-shaven effigy seems a
rather unlikely initiative on the part of the person respon sible for
the drawing of Henry l's tomb 30
There are further straightforward similarities to be noted. The
form of the sceptre represented in the drawing corresponds to those
of the French effigies: it is necessarily simplified, but is essentially
the same. That it is held in the right hand is a point of departure
from the Rouen effigies of Henry the Young King and Richard J,
but not from the aforementioned effigies of Clovis I, Childebert,
Philippe son of Louis VI or Charles V (or indeed other effigies of
English kings from those at Fontevrault onwards). Another
comparison with French practise, and contrast with that of England
(except in the case of Henry lV 's effigy at Canterbury) is the fact
that the free hand does not hold an item of the regalia. Rather,
French kings were commonly represented holding their mantlecords, or else with their free hand held at right angles across the
body, as in the drawing. 3 ! Moreover, a number of the St Denis
effigies, and that of Henry the Young King, lack theriomorphic
footrests, as does the effigy shown in the drawing. Long mantles
covering the feet are not, however, found in the French
monarchical effigies being considered. This motif appears to have
be~n reserved for effigies of queens, and indeed of aristocratic
women more generally (Fig. 4). That the effigy in the drawing
lacks a pillow is a departure from monument design on both sides
of the channel.
The points of resemblance noted here should not be overstated,
for they may be more apparent than real. A large and obv iou s
problem with linking the drawing of Henry l' s tomb to French
royal monuments of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries resides
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in explaining why the abbot and convent of Reading might have
been influenced and attracted by a French model rather than an
English one. While the monuments at St Deni s have been cogently
put forward as the catalyst for the introductio n of alabaster to
English fourteenth-century royal tomb design,32 exp li cit formal
parallel s have never been drawn. What we have here may after all
be simply an extempore sketch; although if so, then it is practically
unique both functionally and iconographically. However, when
taken together, the points of similarity identified above at least
suggest a connection to French prototypes, and a corresponding
eschewal of English ones. We are dealing here with a hypothesis
which it is hard to test further,. given the nature of the drawing
concerned. The judgement o n whether the correspondences to the
French royal effigies noted in this article are due to the artist's
personal knowledge of Henry I's tomb or rather to co incidence
rests, fo r the time being at least, with the reader.
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Wilson, ' The medieval monuments', in P. Collinson, N. Ramsay and M. Sparks,
cds, A History o/Canterbwy Cathedral. Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1995,
p. 502, where a date 'fairly soon' after 1413 is convincingly postulated.
28

The beardless effigy at Fontevrault is that assigned to Henry [1, and
represented in Sauerlander, Go/hie Sculpture in France, pI. 142 (top).

29

The only obvious exceptions to the rule of beardless kings in later medieval
English sculpture are images of Henry .VI (see e.g. R. Marks, 'Images of Henry
VI' , in J. Stratford, ed., The Lancastrian Court. Proceedings ofrhe 2001
Harlaxton Symposium , Donington, Shaun Tyas, 2003, pp. 111,24). Further
isolated examples do exist; see e.g. N. Smith, The Royal Image and rhe English
People, Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing Company, 2001, pp, 21, 24 (sculptures on
Duke Humfrey"s monument at SI Albans). Clean-shaven kings are less unusual
in manuscript painting.
)0

The free hand is. howe\cr. usuall) placed higher on the body than that holding
the scept re. Th is is unusual. but not unparalleled in French royal sepulchral
iconogra phy: see for example Erlande- Brandenburg. Le roi est mort. fig. 35.

JI

J~ B). for e.g .. Christopher Wilson: see J.J.G. Alexander and P. Binski. cds, Age
ojChil'ahy. Art in Plantagenet England f200,UOO, London, Weidenfeld and
Nicholson, 1987, pp. 416,17. On the subject of French royal tomb design's
innuence on that of England see also N. Coldstream. The Decorated Sryle'
Architecture and Ornament 12-10-1360. Toronto , University of Toronto Press,
199~, pp. 187,90.

